
Outdoor Magnets

Outdoor magnets are screen printed on an 
approximately .034” thick, weather resistant 
magnetic material.  These magnets are 
suitable for outdoor use.  Price includes 
white and 2 other imprint colors.

4”x 3 1/2” - #2991
5 5/8”x 3 1/2” - #2998

7”x 6 1/8” - #2987 5 1/2”x 5 1/2” - #29955 1/2” dia. - #2993

Christian School

5 3/4”x 2 1/2” - #2988

125       250      500    1000     1500     2500  
#2987    $6.30   $3.93   $2.84   $2.25    $2.15    $1.71 
#2988    $3.57   $2.09   $1.39   $1.07    $  .91    $  .70  
#2991    $3.44   $1.94   $1.30   $  .96    $  .84    $  .62 
#2993    $5.19   $3.12   $1.99   $1.38    $1.21    $  .91  
#2995    $5.19   $3.12   $1.99   $1.38    $1.21    $  .91  
#2998    $3.57   $2.09   $1.39   $1.07    $  .91    $  .70

Static Stick Decals

INDEPENDENCE CARDINALSINDEPENDENCE CARDINALS
17”x 1.5” - #8861

5”x 3” - #8827

5”x 3” - #8821

Static Stick Decals are screen printed on .007” clear static 
material only.  Static Stick uses no adhesive, yet holds the 
decal firmly in place.  Static Stick does not require split 
backing for easy removal.  Price includes white and 
2 other imprint colors.

125       250      500    1000     1500     2500     5000
#8814    $2.69   $1.45   $ .77    $ .43     $ .32     $ .23     $ .14 
#8821    $2.69   $1.45   $ .77    $ .43     $ .32     $ .23     $ .14
#8827    $2.97   $1.65   $ .88    $ .50     $ .39     $ .28     $ .18
#8833    $3.39   $1.83   $1.03   $ .62     $ .48     $ .35    $ .25 
#8861    $3.89   $2.09   $1.20   $ .72     $ .54     $ .38     $ .27 

Item #

4”x 2” - #8814

5”x 4” - #8833

Zippered Drawstring Backpack
Our special enlarged drawstring backpack makes a great
inexpensive gift or incentive prize.
•Zippered front pocket with zipper pull tag
•Top drawstring closure
•210 denier nylon
•15”w x 18”h

Item #
 6518        $3.95   $2.95   $2.45   $2.15  
Price includes a 1 color imprint on front pocket.  
No set-up charge!

Available in :
Royal, Lime, Orange, Navy, Red,
Pink, Black, Light Blue, Forest Green

50        100      250      500  


